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AGENDA ITEM 9

BOROUGH OF POOLE

COUNCIL

8 APRIL 2008

SITE SPECIFIC ALLOCATIONS DEVELOPMENT PLAN DOCUMENT – 
PREFERRED OPTIONS STAGE: REPORT OF THE PORTFOLIO HOLDER FOR 

LOCAL ECONOMY

1. PURPOSE

1.1 To consider the structure and issues for inclusion within the Preferred Options 
Document for the Site Specific Allocations Development Plan Document.

2. DECISIONS REQUIRED

That Council approve:

(i) the structure and issues set out in the Site Specific Allocations 
Preferred Options Document for Consultation; and

(ii) that the final wording and layout of the document be delegated to the 
Head of Strategic Planning Services in consultation with the Portfolio 
Holder for Local Economy.

3. BACKGROUND/INFORMATION

3.1 The Report submitted to the Local Economy Overview Group on 25 March 
2008 is attached.  At this meeting the recommendations contained within 
Section 2 of my Report were unanimously agreed.  

Councillor Ron Parker
Portfolio Holder for Local Economy
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BOROUGH OF POOLE

LOCAL ECONOMY OVERVIEW GROUP 

25th MARCH 2008

SITE SPECIFIC ALLOCATIONS DEVELOPMENT PLAN DOCUMENT - 
PREFERRED OPTIONS STAGE

REPORT OF THE HEAD OF STRATEGIC PLANNING SERVICES 

1. Matter for Consideration

1.1 To consider the structure and issues for inclusion within the Preferred Options document 
for the Site Specific Allocations Development Plan Document (DPD).

2. Recommendation

2.1 That this group recommend to cabinet that the structure and issues set out in the Site 
Specific Allocations preferred options document be approved for consultation.

2.2 That final wording and layout of the document be delegated to the Head of Strategic 
Planning Services in consultation with the Portfolio Holder for Local Economy.

3. Background

3.1 The Site Specific Allocations Development Plan Document is being prepared to 
ensure that up to date policies are ultimately in place to allocate land to meet the 
needs of Poole. These needs are identified in various supporting documents, from 
the over-arching Core Strategy, Sustainable Community Strategy and emerging 
Regional Spatial Strategy, to the Economic Land Review and Strategic Housing Land 
Availability Assessment.  

3.2 In July 2007 an Issues and Options leaflet was produced for consultation purposes, 
and this set out 5 topic areas that would steer the place shaping role of the site 
specific allocations. These were ‘Homes for Everyone’, ’Delivering Economic 
Prosperity’, ‘Community Facilities’, Transport’ and  ‘the Natural Environment’. Public 
feedback from this consultation can be viewed on 
http://consultation.limehouse.co.uk/index.do?identifier=poole.

3.3 Response from this consultation, together with the specific identification of areas of 
land by developers and interested parties, has led to an initial list of potential sites 
that could deliver Poole’s land allocation needs. The deliverability of these sites to 
meet such needs will also be influenced by area based policies, like Green Belt 
boundaries, Conservation Areas and Flood zones, plus sustainability appraisal.

3.4 At this stage Members are being asked to agree the key structure, and the main 
approach to the articulation of the land allocation options, for the Preferred Options 
document that is due for publication in June.

http://consultation.limehouse.co.uk/index.do?identifier=poole
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4. Document Structure
 
4.1 Specific sites will present options for delivering development within the 5 topic      

areas. Some sites will clearly be more appropriate than others, in terms of their 
availability and realistic deliverability, and sustainability. Sustainability appraisal will 
also be an intrinsic part of the site selection procedure.  Appendix A to this report 
sets out how some of the options have been developed from these topic areas, 
taking into account government guidance, RSS requirements and a steer from 
supporting and higher level documents.

4.2 The following sets out the structure of the document’s Contents Page. 

Introduction

Background 
Characteristics & Needs of Poole

Planning Policy Context

Vision and Objectives (including cross boundary issues)
The Site Selection Process

The 5 topic Areas:
Homes for Everyone
Assessment of sites

Selection of Preferred Options

Employment and Supporting Business
Assessment of Sites

Selection of Preferred Options

Transport
Assessment of Sites

Selection of Preferred Options

Community Facilities
Assessment of Sites

Selection of Preferred Options

Natural Environment
Assessment of Sites

Selection of Preferred Options

Delivery and Monitoring
Conclusion

5. Process

5.1 An important part of the process of selecting sites for development is the 
consideration of alternative options.  A template of each site has been drawn up, and 
this contains its site characteristics, ownership, conformity with other relevant 
documents and potential options for future use. (Options represent a different way of 
achieving change and are not necessarily mutually exclusive; they demonstrate how 
different choices of sites and uses can achieve different outcomes).
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5.2 The options are assessed against the Council’s vision (Core Strategy and 
Sustainable Community Strategy) and spatial objectives. Sustainability appraisal 
identifies those options that are either preferable to others in sustainability terms, or 
can be modified to improve their sustainability rating.

6. Engagement

6.1 Public consultation was carried out at the Issues and Options stage (see para 3.2 
above) in accordance with the requirements of the Regulations and the Statement of 
Community Involvement. Responses have indicated that issues such as affordable 
housing and the protection of employment land from other uses should be a priority, 
together with preference for sites in target areas and local centres, and this adds 
weight and confidence to the direction in which the Preferred Options is going. There 
has also been consultation with various site owners/agents regarding specific sites 
that have the potential to come forward for future development (for example, Fleets 
Corner), and discussion with officers from other units of the Council regarding their 
future land requirements (eg Property Services, Poole Housing Partnership). The 
LDF Working Group has taken part in a discussion around Sustainability Appraisal 
and site selection. A workshop has been carried out at St Edwards School (as part of 
International Children’s Day) to identify the specific needs of young people in future 
facilities provision. Responses to all public participation and stakeholder engagement 
will help to shape and inform the selection of Preferred Option sites.

7. Conclusions

7.1 The preferred options structure, as set out in Appendix A, will provide a spatial 
representation of the how various sites could achieve the development needs of 
Poole. The options will need to maintain a commitment to the established priorities 
and values of the Core Strategy, Sustainable Community Strategy and Regional 
Spatial Strategy. Public engagement will be crucial to capturing the future aspirations 
of Poole residents as well as realising the town’s potential through stakeholders 
input. It will be important to ensure that in their totality the Preferred Options are 
capable of achieving Poole’s identified needs and the broader strategic aims of the 
Town. At individual site level the options must satisfy sustainability requirements and 
present positive attributes to the Town’s future development through one or more of 
the topic areas.  

DAVID RALPH
Head of Strategic Planning

If you have any queries in relation to this report please contact
Helen Harris, Strategic Planning Services, tel: 01202 633329
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APPENDIX A

A1. Taking the land use of Housing (Homes for Everyone) as the first topic area, site 
allocations need to find sites that can provide approximately 500 dwellings per year 
to 2026 (as required by the RSS), and meet the “Better Housing for All” objective of 
the Sustainable Community Strategy. Some of this requirement can be met by 
existing allocations of the Poole Local Plan First Alteration March 2004 and to be 
brought forward through the Regeneration Areas (like the old Power Station, 
Sydenham’s and Pilkington’s sites). Other sites will come forward on brownfield land 
and collectively make a significant contribution to Poole’s housing land supply (for eg, 
60% of future housing land is estimated to rely on managed delivery of sites that 
cannot necessarily be readily identified).  From these sites there may be different 
options on the type of housing they can provide, for instance, affordable housing or 
gypsy and traveller accommodation. 

A2. The following is a list of sample sites that present different options for both types of 
housing, and between housing and other potential land uses.

SITE OPTION
Merley Youth Club site                                                              Affordable housing

                                                                                                      
Lodge Hill site                                                                                 Nursing/Care home

 Community use         
 Housing

Land between Holes Bay Road 
and Dorset Way                                      

 Bus Depot Relocation
 Gypsy and Traveller site

                                                                                                 
A3. The preferred options will make distinctions between these sites by assessing their 

flood risk, sustainability and conformity with other documents and evidence of need. 
From this exercise should emerge key sites for land allocation for housing.

A4. With regard to Employment sites and the need to support Business, the Panel 
Report of the RSS identifies a deficiency in employment land across the conurbation, 
so that not only must Poole seek to retain its existing employment sites with 
potentially more intensive use of them, but also find additional sites in the future. In 
land allocation terms this focuses attention upon Poole’s existing sites and the 
following list shows some of the preliminary options:

SITE OPTION
Hamworthy Engineering  100% employment use

 Retail & more intensive 
employment use 

 Hotel, office and retail                                                             
Cabot Lane  Employment use
Keel House  Employment use

 Retail
 Housing
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A5. A determining factor will be that options do not bring about loss of employment 
opportunities, and that any diversification of use is accompanied by a more intensive 
employment element and/or involves a use in one of the priority growth sectors. 
Within this consideration must come locational factors like proximity to the highway 
network (sustainable accessibility) and flood risk.  

A6. One of the main principles of sustainable development is that there is a reduction in 
both the need to travel and the use of the car. This can be achieved by focussing 
new development along Prime Transport corridors when considering Transport 
options. Connectivity is vital to place shaping, and intrinsic to site allocation. 

A7. In relation to site identification, there is a need to re-locate the bus depot (a pre-
requisite of the Town Centre North Area Action Plan) and 4 potential sites have been 
suggested. These are: 61 Ringwood Road site (currently car auctions), land between 
Dorset Way and Holes Bay Road, a site at Sterte Avenue West and land at the rear 
of Poole Commerce Centre. There are constraints with each of these sites, not least 
that there maybe more appropriate uses for these areas, and the sites’ availability.   

A8. In relation to Community Facilities, the SCS identifies target areas where resources 
should be focussed towards improving health care, schools and local centres (for eg, 
Alderney and Poole town centre). Options for land allocations in such areas will be 
favoured, but will also need to be measured against sustainability indicators, flood 
risk and alternative uses. The Alderney Water Works site may provide an opportunity 
for specialised medical facilities or Nursing Home provision on part of its site; 
residential use would be ruled out here because of its proximity to the Natural 
England Heathland protection zone. 

A9. The Natural Environment presents a distinctive and exceptional characteristic for 
Poole (eg Harbour, Heathland, historic Quay). Existing zoning in the Poole Local 
Plan to protect them can be brought forward through the site specific allocations, but 
will need to be supported and developed by more connectivity and place shaping 
across the Borough. SANGs (Suitable Alterative Natural Greenspace) would be an 
example of this and Heathland mitigation sites will need to be identified. Two such 
options for a SANG would be on land to the north of Upton Road in Creekmoor which 
is Green Belt, or land at the north of the Borough near the Stour Valley. Options that 
employ renewable energy will also be favoured, together with all other methods of 
combating climate change.  


